
	 Original, emotional, brilliant... these words barely describe the artistry of  Leila Milki’s 
debut album, Promises. Leila Milki is a multi-lingual singer/songwriter/instrumentalist who 
tells incredibly poetic stories through her wide range of  talents, sensory writing, and diverse 
music, expressing different sides of  her life. Promises is a compilation of  songs that Milki 
wrote during an especially creative time in her Los Angeles experience. It includes her piano-
playing on every track, plus self-written and recorded acoustic guitar parts on three songs. 
Heavily influenced by her Lebanese origins, Milki’s songs have a foreign touch to them; with 
Middle-Eastern drums and vocal stylings, the music is a blend of  cultural backgrounds that 
perfectly accent her masterful piano playing, her profound lyrics, and her awing voice. 
Promises is made up of  eight tracks, all which carry a unique meaning through their sounds.  
	 Starting the album is “Hit and Run”, the story of  an unfaithful lover echoing through 
the lyrics and sounds of  this track. Following closely in the theme of  love is “Better Match”, 
the first of  three songs which feature Milki’s intricate guitar playing. It is a passionate critique 
of  traditional Middle-Eastern marriages, advocating for the liberty of  choice and the 
separation of  church and state. The third track takes a turn into the soulful beats of  rock. 
“The Doubt” shows off  the power and range of  Milki’s unstoppable voice and piano, and is 
backed with unbelievable electric guitar by Devon Eisenbarger. It’s edgy in all aspects of  the 
word. 
	 “Leil Ya Leil” catches Milki tapping into her song-writing skills to create a fusion of  
Western/ Middle-Eastern music that captures the vibrancy of  both cultures. The premise is 
that the melody came to her in a nostalgic dream about Lebanon, and triggered a yearning 
for the warmth of  those memories. 
A combination of  both Middle-Eastern musical styles and catchy rock, more incredible 
electric guitar from Eisenbarger, Milki’s acoustic guitar, and effortless range follows in “See 
You Tonight”, an energetic showcase of  talent. 
	 The sixth track is the perfect example of  Milki’s love for storytelling, as it paints a 
moving picture with the lyrics and the tragically alluring sound that rings far beyond the end 
of  the song. “Burn” beautifully expresses unrequited love through its poignant piano melodies 
and Milki’s passionate vocals. 
	 “Our Eyes Close” follows in the same dynamic story-telling style of  Leila Milki, and 
like brush strokes and the strums of  Milki’s guitar, gradually unfolds into a passionate climax 
where two lovers share a magical moment. It will have you floating away into Milki’s world 
where words and music come together as one; you’ll never want to leave. 
	 The last track on Promises will leave you with a longing yet wholesome feeling, and 
touches anyone who has ever missed something. “Western Sky” was inspired by Milki’s 
friend, who would drive to LAX and watch the planes take off  whenever he felt homesick, 
dreaming that he would be on one of  them. Leila Milki took this story into her own hands 
and created a powerful, beautiful, and sentimental ballad that comes alive through the music, 
the man eventually drifting into the sky, and ending the album on a bitter-sweet note.  
	 “This project allowed me to discover the genuine excitement of  actively creating 
something from start to finish… Recording my album introduced me to the soul-nourishing 
authenticity and euphoric fulfillment of  the design phase…placing all manufacturing, 
marketing, and business mindsets aside, and delving into the most invigorating, collaborative, 
and human process” - Leila Milki.  

— Review by Gabrielle Begun


